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The Setup



1. The desire to live on the part of the hostage 
taker
2. The threat of force by the police
3. The hostage taker must present demands for 
release of hostages. 
4. The negotiator must be viewed by the hostage 
taker as someone who can hurt but desires to 
help
5. The negotiator needs time to develop trust 
with hostage takers.
6. The location must be contained and stabilized 
to support negotiations
7. The hostage taker and negotiator must have a 
reliable means of communication, either by 
phone or face to face 
8. The negotiator must be able to “deal” with the 
hostage taker who controls the hostages and 
makes the decisions

Characteristics of a negotiable 
hostage incident (FBI)



The Dubrovka Hostage Crisis



Day 1

 October 23, 2002

 21:15 – takeover

 Securing location

 Orders to call

 Cordon

 30 hostages released





Day 2:

 Aslakhanov contact

 Hostage call to NTV

 Media demand

 Kadyrov offer

 1 AM: green path offer

 Ransom statement

 Chechens from 
Moscow



Day 2 contn’d

 By 4 AM over 150 
hostages released

 Woman enters theatre

 Self-imposed deadline 
for release of 
foreigners

 6 AM “drunken 
policeman” incident

 10:20 – negotiators 
demanded



Day 2 contn’d

 13:00 – Kobzon 
enters

 15:00 – Kobzon and 
Hakamada

 18:35 – shots inside

 Late evening: 
Interview

http://news.bbc.co.uk/media/images/38380000/jpg/_38380939_hostageupdate300.jpg
http://www.eng.yabloko.ru/Pictures/YABL&SPS1115.jpg
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=old.echo.msk.ru/abr/photos/kobzon.jpg&imgrefurl=http://old.echo.msk.ru/abr/photos007.html&h=450&w=400&prev=/images?q=Kobzon&svnum=10&hl=en&lr=&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&sa=N


Day 3
 3 AM: Roshal and NTV
 Hostages released
 Another deadline for release of 

foreigners
 Water pipe
 10-11 demonstration demand, 

execution deadline
 Noon: 8 children released
 Broadcast, release cancelled
 15:00 Politkovskaya 
 16:00 Kremlin meeting, statement
 Execution threat
 22:00 Azeri hostages released
 23:20 Kazantsev call 
 23:30 Roma, more shots fired

http://www.lenta.ru:8000/terror/2002/10/25/politkovskaya/picture.jpg


Day 4

 Midnight: Message 
circulates

 5:15 gas released

 5:46 storming

 7:20 siege over



The Assault

http://zpravy.idnes.cz/zahranicni.asp?r=zahranicni&c=A021023_203718_zahranicni_kot&l=1&t=A021023_203718_zahranicni_kot&r2=zahranicni


The Chechen Team



Goals of Operation

 Target

 Timing

 Tactic

 History



Lessons of History

 14 June, 1995:  
Budyonnovsk

 9 January, 
1996: Kizlyar

http://wwwimage.cbsnews.com/images/2001/07/31/image304173l.jpg
http://www.photodome.ru/School/EPA/PERVOMAYSKOYE-CORPSE.jpg


Conclusions

 Negotiation used as “alibi”

 Teaching a lesson

 Terrorists well-prepared

 Direct obstructions

 Assault professional, 
consequence management 
poor

 Terrorists achieved goals

 Future implications



Implications for Beslan

 Larger operation involving 
multiple coordinated 
attacks

 Infiltration

 Increased radicalization in 
targeting

 Upping up the stakes

 Response









The Beslan School Crisis







The Beslan Crisis



Day 1
 Terrorists set off

 710: Sultan Gurashev in Khurikau

 908: takeover

 1000: first hostage killed

 1235: First contact with outside 

 1300: Roshal called

 Afternoon: argument

 1600: Hostage executions

 Nursing mothers separated out

 Explosion



Day 2
 After midnight: Roshal’s call
 1000: announcement about hostages, phone – another 

letter
 Mikhail Gutseriev calls
 Noon: Aushev arrives, Maschadov idea, prisoner for 

hostage swap idea
 1530 Aushev goes in
 Efforts to bring in food
 Mamsurov
 Older hostages separated out
 Lights out
 2100: Free passage offer
 After 2200: Troops order to pull back
 After midnight: agreement planned





Day 3
 1240: agreement to collect 

bodies
 1302: blast
 1305: telephone contact
 1330: roof collapses
 1635: terrorists split
 1813: Final contact
 0200: end of crisis

http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?g=events/ts/090104russiaschool&a=&tmpl=sl&ns=&l=1&e=8&a=0&printer=


The Team





Goals of Operation

 Target

 Timing

 Tactic

 History



Note 1

“8-928-738-33-374 We demand 
for negotiations President of the 
Republic Dzhosokhov, Zaizikov, 
president of Ingushetia, Roshal, 
children’s doctor. If they kill any 
one of us, we will shoot 50 people 
to pieces. If they injure any one of 
us, we will kill 20 people. If they 
kill 5 of us, we will blow up 
everything. If they turn off the 
light, even for a minute, we will 
shoot to pieces 10 people.”



To President Putin form Allah’s 
slave Shamil Basayev

“Vladimir Putin, you were not the one to start the war, but you could 
be the one to end it, that is if you find the courage and resolve to act 
like de Gaulle. We are offering you peace on a mutually 
beneficial basis in line with the principle "independence for 
security".

We can guarantee that if you withdraw the troops and 
recognize Chechen independence, then: We will not strike any 
political, military or economic deals with anyone against Russia; We 
will not have any foreign military bases even temporary ones, we will 
not support or finance groups fighting the Russian Federation, we 
will join the Commonwealth of Independent States, we will 
stay in the ruble zone, we could sign the Collective Security 
Treaty, although we would prefer the status of a neutral state; we 
can guarantee that all of Russia's Muslims will refrain from 
armed methods of struggle against the Russian Federation, 
at least for 10-15 years, on condition that freedom of religion be 
respected...The Chechen nation is involved in the national liberation 
struggle for its Freedom and Independence and for its preservation. 
It is not fighting to humiliate Russia or destroy it. As a free 
nation, we are interested in a strong neighbor. We are offering 
you peace and the choice is yours...” 



What should have been done?

 Don’t escalate 

 Focus on expressive nature of demand

 Ask “why”

 Break up the demands

 Achieve survivability of hostages

 Prolong the incident

 Get people out

 Communicate

















































Changes needed

 Understand their strategic plan

 Deviating from standard guidelines

 Change of expectations and non-negotiable demands

 Free passage

 Pre-meditation 

 Executions 

 Suicidal posture

 Use of intermediaries

 “The boss does not negotiate”

 Shifting centre of gravity

 Decreasing utility of “tricks” and deception



What needs to be done?

 Keep your eyes on the prize, prioritize
 Remain self-diagnostic
 Don’t negotiate with “terrorists”
 Don’t escalate 
 Focus on expressive nature of demand
 Ask good questions
 Justification and logic: criteria
 Validation of what is not unreasonable, wedge between 

grievances and actions 
 Achieve survivability of hostages
 Prolong the incident
 Get people out
 Keep communications going



Conclusions

 Always negotiate with terrorists

 Never negotiate with “terrorists”

 “New terrorists” can be negotiated with

 Barricade hostage crisis = expression of 
possibility of a negotiated outcome

 Hostages die in blundered rescues

 Crisis within crisis

 Learn the right lessons

 Understand the group (bait)

 Revision of diagnostic procedures

 Think outside “the box”

 What is your contribution?



Want to Know More? 


